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In this paper, we continue our study on the asymptotic behavior toward rare- 
faction waves of a general 2 x2 system of hyperbolic conservation laws with 
positive viscosity matrix. It is shown that when the initial data is a small pertur- 
bation of a weak rarefaction wave (a linear superposition of a l-rarefaction wave 
and a 2-rarefaction wave) for the corresponding inviscid hyperbolic conservation 
laws, then the solution of the Cauchy problem for the viscous system globally exists 
and tends to the rarefaction wave. The result is proved by using an energy method, 
combining the technique in [Z. P. Xin, J. Drffereential Equntions 73 (1988), 45-77 J, 
and using the characteristic-energy method of T. P. Liu [Mem. Amer. Math. Sot. 
328 (1975), 1-108-J. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we continue our study on the asymptotic behavior toward 
rarefaction waves of the solution for the initial value problem for 2 x 2 
viscous hyperbolic conservation laws of the form 
u, + (f(u)), = (~(~)~xL -co<x< +co, t>o, (1.1) 
with initial data 
satisfying 
4% 0) = uo(x), XER’, (1.2) 
lim uO(x) = u + . (1.3) .x--r +r*1 
The corresponding inviscid problem is 
ut + (f(u))x = 0, XER’, t20, (1.4) 
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with Riemann initial data 
{ 
24 
u(x,o)=u;(x)= --) 
x < 0, 
M+, x > 0, 
(1.5) 
where u= (u,, u2) EL!, 52 is some region in R2, f(u) = (fl(u), f2(u)) is a 
smooth vector-valued function of UEQ, B(u) is a smooth matrix which is 
positive definite under some normalization which we will specify later, and 
u, and u- are two constant states which can be connected by rarefaction 
waves of the associated inviscid system (1.3). 
We assume that (1.4) is strictly hyperbolic, i.e., the 2 x 2 matrix (a’&) 
has real and distinct eigenvalues: n,(u) <n,(u), with corresponding right 
and left eigenvectors ri(u) and Li(u) satisfying 
J$(U) = l,(u) Ti(U), 
Li(U) z=A,(u) Li(U), (1.6) 
Li(u) rj(u) = S,, i, j= 1, 2. 
We will use the same notations as in [ 1 ] ; thus we define the 2 x 2 matrices 
Z, /1, L, R, and A, respectively, by Z=identity, /1 =diag(l,, A,), 
L = (L,, L2)‘, R = (r,, r2), and A = (@/au). In these terms, then (1.6) says 
that LAR = A, LR = I. Also, we denote by 6 the distance between u + and 
up in Iw*. 
We require that the system (1.4) is genuinely nonlinear in the sense of 
Lax [3], i.e., 
V&(u) rk(u) = 1, k= 1, 2. (1.7) 
Our requirement on the viscosity matrix B(u) is that LBR is positive 
definite. Another main technical hypothesis is that (1.1) is strongly coupled 
in the sense of [ 11, i.e., 
VUEQ. (1.8) 
Under the hypothesis that (1.3) is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely 
nonlinear it is well known [4] that for a fixed state u- , there exists a 
region RR(u- ) such that for any state u, E RR(u- ), the Riemann 
problems (1.4) and (1.5) have a unique solution denoted by u’(x, t) which 
can be constructed as follows (see [4]): we can find a unique state on the 
1-rarefaction wave curve R,(u-), i.e., UE R,(K), such that u, is on the 
2-rarefaction wave curve R,(G) (see Fig. 1.1). 
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FIGURE 1.1 
Let u;(x, t) denote the 1-rarefaction wave connecting u- to ii and 
u;(x, t) denote the 2-rarefaction wave connecting ii to U, ; then the rare- 
faction wave u~(x, t) is a linear superposition of u;(x, t) and z&(x, t) (see 
Fig. 1.2); i.e., 
u’(x, t) = u;(x, f) + z&(x, t) - u. (1.9) 
Our main result in this paper asserts that u~(x, t) is a global attractor for 
the viscous system (1.1); i.e., the following theorem holds. 
FIGURE 1.2 
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THEOREM. Suppose that the system (1.2) is strictly hyperbolic, genuinely 
nonlinear, and strongly coupled. Assume that u + E RR(u - ) and that 6 is 
small. Then the unique rarefaction wave t/(x, t) constructed in (1.8) is non- 
linearly stable; that is, there exists a positive constant F such that if 
then there exists a unique smooth global solution (in time) u(x, t) to (1.1) and 
(1.2) which tends to the rarefaction wave u’(x, t) uniformly in x as t tends to 
infinity. 
This theorem generalizes our previous result in [ 11. In [I] we proved 
a similar result for the single mode case, that is, the asymptotic state con- 
sists only of a single rarefaction wave. However the technique used in [I] 
cannot be adapted directly to the two-mode case since, among other things, 
a major technique in [l] in estimating the transverse wave fields-the 
“vertical estimate”-is not effective nough to deal with the complilications 
cause by a linear superposition of a l-rarefaction wave and a 2-rarefaction 
wave. We will employ Liu’s idea to use a weighted characteristic-energy 
method to overcome this difficulty. The use of the characteristic-energy 
method is natural since for expansion waves, the viscous terms in (1.1) 
decay faster than each term on the left hand side, so the hyperbolic nature 
of the system (1.1) becomes important. In our analysis, we need a some- 
what deeper understanding of the expansive nature of the characteristic 
field of rarefaction waves. 
Our result shows that the viscous system (1.1) is time asymptotically 
equivalent to the inviscid hyperbolic system (1.4) on the level of rarefaction 
waves. The nonlinear stability of expansion waves for some special systems 
can be found in Refs. [S-9 J. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we will con- 
struct a smooth approximation U(x, t) of the rarefaction wave ur(x, t) by 
making use of the inviscid Burger equation and give some preliminaries. 
Then, since all expansion waves with the same end data are time 
asymptotically congruent (i.e., they tend to each other in L, norm as I 
tends to infinity), we need only show that the smooth expansion wave 
U(x, t) is nonlinearly stable. In Section 3, we carry out the energy estimate 
for the perturbation of U(x, t) and reduce the problem to the estimates on 
the transverse wave fields. In Section 4, we estimate the transverse waves by 
a weighted characteristic-energy method; this is the essential part of this 
paper. After finishing the stability estimates, the theorem can be proved in 
a way similar to that in the single mode case [ 11. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SMOOTH EXPANSION WAVE 
For the rarefaction wave u~(x, t) constructed in (1.9), its smooth 
approximation U(x, t) can be defined by 
U(x, t) = U,(x, t) + U,(x, t) - ii, (2.1) 
where Ui(x, t) are defined by the following relations 
U,(x, t) E R,(u-1, ~,(U,(X> t)) = w,(x, t); (2.2) 
U*(x, t) E R2(4, &(U2(x, f)) = WAX, t), (2.3) 
where wi(x, t) are the solutions of the following initial value problems for 
the inviscid Burger equation, 
twi)t+ (:wf)x=o~ XER’, t 2 0, 
Wi(X, 0) = w;(x), 
i= 1, 2, (2.4) 
with 
w,!,(x) = t(A,(ti) + I,(u- )) + :(A,(ii) - Mu-)) tanh x, 
w:(x) = &A,(u+) + A,(C)) + ~(A,(u+) - A,(G)) tanh x. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
By using the implicit function theorem and the characteristic method, it 
can be easily shown that the above formulations give unique smooth 
functions, 
ui(x, f, = ui(xb(x, r)), i= 1, 2, (2.7) 
where 
xi = x - wgxgt, i= 1,2. (2.8) 
Furthermore, it can be shown that 
uit + (f( ui) lx = Ov i= 1, 2, (2.9) 
and 
lim sup I Ui(x, r) - u;(x, t)l = 0, i= 1,2. (2.10) 
1+ +a0 xEWI 
We will call U(x, t) in (2.1) a smooth expansive wave, and we will now 
give some properties of U(x, t). First, we remark that by a change of 
coordinates (if necessary), without loss of generality, we may assume that 
n,(u) -= 0 < h(u), VUEQ. (2.11) 
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We divide the half plane t 2 0 by the t-axis and denote the first and second 
quadrant by Sz, and Q,, respectively, i.e., 
Q,= {(x, t)Ix>O, t>O}, n,= {(x, t)Ix>O, t>O}. (2.12) 
Then the specific choices of the initial data (2.5), (2.6) and the explicit 
solution formulas (2.7), (2.8) combined with (2.11) imply that there exist a 
positive number tl and some smooth bounded function O(1) such that 
U,-zi=0(1)6exp[--a(t+x)], on Q,; 
U,-ti=0(1)6exp[-a(t-x)], on Ql, 
(2.13) 
where 6, defined as the distance between U+ and up in R*, is the strength 
of the rarefaction wave z/(x, t). Therefore we get from (2.13) that 
U(x, t) = i 
U,b, t) + ax, t), on 9,; 
U,(x, t) + WG t), on %, 
(2.14) 
where 
E(x, t)=O(l)cSexp[-a(t+Ixl)]. (2.15) 
These show that U,(x, t) and U,(x, t) are dominant on 0, and CC?,, 
respectively. It follows from (2.9) that 
u, + (“0 U)), = (Et U)),, XEW, t>O; (2.16) 
here E(U)=f(U)-f(U,)-f(U,)+f(ii). Making use of (2.14) and 
Taylor’s formula, we can estimate E(U) directly to obtain 
(E(U)),=0(1)~expC-a(t+Ixl)l, XEW, tao; (2.17) 
this asserts that a linear superposition of smooth rarefaction waves satisfies 
the inviscid hyperbolic equation asymptotically. Analogously to (2.14) and 
(2.17), we also have 
1 
au, 
au -& + ax, t ), on Q,, 
Xi= au2 
ax+ ax, t), on Qz, 
(2.18) 
and for L 2 2, 
$E(U)=O(l)dexp[-a(t+Ixl)], XER’, t 2 0. (2.19) 
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It follows from the above discussion and the estimates for the single- 
mode case [ 1 ] that we have the following estimates (which we will need 
later). 
LEMMA 2.1. For the smooth functions U(x, t) in (2.1), we haoe :
VXER’, tao; (2.20) 
(2) Vp E [ 1, + co 1, 3 constant cP > 0, such that for all t > 0 
au II I/ <c,P(l+t)-‘+l’P, au ax Lp II II z L, <cad; (2.21) 
(3) For any integer L 2 2 and PE [l, + co), 3 constant 
cP, L > 0, such that 
aw 
II /I axL Lp 
< cp,L mint& (1 + t)-l),, for all t>O; (2.22) 
(4) There exists a positive constant a, such that for any L >, 1 
and p E [ 1, + 001, 3 constant ck,, satisfying 
(5) There exists a positive constant c independent of t such 
that 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
For the details of the proof, see Xin [l] and Matsumura [6]. 
3. ENERGY ESTIMATES 
In what follows, Ilq511P, p=O, 1, 2, . . . . denotes the usual Sobolev norm of 
4 in HP, llc4l= I141109 Ml = llt41L,~ andIIq511LPistheLpnormofqJ1<p<cooo. 
Let u(x, t) be a solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) and (1.2). With 
U(x, t) given by (2-l), we set 
4x, t) = w, t) + 4x9 t); (3.1) 
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then using (2.16), we see that the Cauchy problem ((1.1) and (1.2)) is 
equivalent to the following initial value problem: 
= CB(U+#)4,1x+ cB(U+#) ~,l,-~(W XEW, t>O; (3.2) 
$(x, 0) = #o(x) = uo(x) - U(x, 0) E Hz, (3.3) 
where Q(U,q5)=f(U+#)-f(U)-f’(U)q5 satisfies lQ(U,q5)[ <c[q51* for 
all x and t if 141 is small enough; here c is a positive constant independent 
of t. From now on, we will use c to denote such a constant. Since (3.2) is 
a parabolic system, the local existence and uniqueness of solution for (3.2) 
and (3.3) in the Sobolev space H* is standard. In order to get a global 
existence and stability estimate, we need an a priori estimate on the 
solution of (3.2) and (3.3). Thus we set the solution space for (3.2) by 
W, T) = (4 E C”(O, T; If*); 4x(0, T; ff*)} (3.4) 
with 06 Td +co, and ~EX(O, T) is a solution of (3.2) and (3.3). We put 
N(f) = sup Il4(r)llfs, vt~ (0, Tl, (3.5) 
O<r<t 
and we assume N(T) < co for some positive constant so. From now on, for 
ease of notations. we will set 
L e L(x, r) E L(U) = (L,), R = R(x, t) = R(U) = (rii), 
A = A(x, t) = A( U), A-A(x,t) J?(U) ) 
( > 
ME M(x, t) = M(U) = L,(x, t) R(x, t) = (m,), (3.6) 
NE N(x, t)= N(U)= L,(x, t) R(x, t)= (n,), 
B - B(x, t) - B(U), ABEB(U+q3)-B(U); 
then (1.5) says that 
LAR = A, LR=I, (3.7) 
With this diagonalization, our requirement on the viscosity matrix is 
Bs@x, t)=LBR>O, VXER’, tao. (3.8) 
Furthermore, one important observation here is that the diagonal elements 
of the matrix MA + N are small in the corresponding region Qnk (k = 1, 2) 
for weak waves, and precisely, we have the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 3.1. There is a constant cO such that 
l~,m,,+n,,l~c,61U,xl+~gIU2xl, V(x, f)EQ,i 
V2m22+n22l ~co~lU2A +coIUlxl, V(x, f)EQ*. 
Proof. By (3.6), we have that MA + N= L,RA + L,R, so 
&ml, + n11 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
using (2.1), (2.7), and (2X), we see that 
( a a A,--L,,+--1, ax at > rll 
dL, au, 
( 
au2 au, au2 =rll x 2, ~$1, -g+at+at > 
(3.12) 
It follows from (2.5) that II, - w~(x,!$ < CC? for some positive constant c, 
and therefore we may obtain from (3.12) that 
As we can get a similar estimate for the second term on the right hand side 
of (3.11), we see that (3.9) follows. In a similar way, one can show that 
(3.10) holds. 1 
This lemma is quite crucial in our analysis. Now defining 4 = RV, we 
have I/= LqS. We multiply (3.2) by L on the left to get 
=L~[B(U)RV,]-L~(BRMV)+L~(dBRV,) 
-L&BRMYI+L-$[B(U+RV)~]-LIE(U),x. (3.13) 
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We now begin to estimate V. By multiplying (3.13) on the left by V’ and 
then integrating the resulting equations over r x [0, t], one obtains after 
integrating by parts several times, 
- jJ V’(MA+N)Vdxm+Jj V’L[Q(U,RV)],dxd7 
< -j-j- V!.(LBR) V, dx d7 - jj. V’L,BRV, dx dr + j-j. V: LBRMVdx dr 
+ j-j. V’L, BRMV dx dz - j-j. V:L(AB) VV, dx dz 
+ j-j. V’L(AB) RMV dx dt 
- jj. V’L,( AB) R V, dx dt + j-1 V’L,( AB) RMV dx dz 
+Jj V’L[B(U+RV)U,],dxdr-j-j. V’L[E(U)],dxds. (3.14) 
We now estimate each term in (3.14) separately. First, by the hypothesis 
(3.8), we can find a positive constant B. such that 
- 
ff 
V:(LBR) V, dx dz Q -B, 
s ’ II Vx(~)ll 2 d7. (3.15) 0 
Next, we estimate the third term on the left hand side of (3.14). For nota- 
tional convenience, from now on we will denote any smooth function 
which satisfies the estimate (2.15) by E; then from (2.19), we have 
2(x, t) = 
(x7 t) E Q,; 
(3.16) 
(x, f)EQ,. 
We will also set 
~Qj(t)=Qjn {(x,t)~O~~<t}. (3.17) 
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Using (3.16), we have 
+0(l)!-j (V12E(x, t)dxdr, 
thus, 
+ O(1) jj- 1 VI2 E(x, t) dx dt. (3.19) 
From (2.23), we see that the first sum on the right hand side of (3.19) is 
a positive term; this is a principal term which we will use to absorb terms 
involving U, Vf coming from other integrals. Now, we estimate the third 
term on the left hand side of (3.15). Since 
V’(MA+N)Vdxdz 5 j-j-(m,l,+n,,) V:dxdTi 
k=l 
+n,) ViVjdxdr , 
we see, using Lemma 3.1, that the first term on the right hand side can be 
estimated as 
JJ 
where we have used (2.19). In the same 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain 
I J.l 
1 (mg;l,+nv) V,Vjdxd~ 
i#i 
</?$I jjy V:dxdz+ 
way, making use of (2.19) and the 
+0(l) j-1 IVl’E(x, t)dxdt, 
where /I is small positive number to be chosen later. Therefore, we have 
1.l V’(MA + IV) V dx dz 
< (j? + co 6) i jj y V’ dx dz 
i=l 
Next, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
V(E( U)), dx dt d c,N(t)G. 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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We denote by 2 the sum of the second through seventh terms on the 
right hand side of (3.13). Then using the facts that IL,1 <c, (u,I, 
IL,BRMl <cl IUx12, and IdB( < clN(t), we may conclude by using the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that 
where p is as before. From (2.24), we have 
Iu,12 Ivl’dXdT 
@(l)djj Iu,I Ivl*dXdT 
+ U( 1) &V(t) ; 
combining this with (3.22) shows that 
(3.23) 
+ U( 1) &V(t). (3.24) 
Straightforward calculations, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, give 
V’L[B(U+ RV) u,], dx dz 
4bj-; IIv,(T)l12d~+~(l)J‘S Iu,I’ IV12dxdz 
+0(l) j@l W-L12+K,12Wd~. (3.25) 
By using the Sobolev and Young inequalities together with Lemma 2.1, it 
can be shown that (see [ 11) 
ss Iv’1 (lu,12+Iuxx12)dxd~ 
< CN(t)"2 j-’ 11 v,(T)l/' dT + c~%‘(t)“~ h”6. (3.26) 
0 
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Combining (3.25), (3.26), and (3.23) yields 
ss V’L[B(U+ RI’) U,], dx dr 
+ O(1) sN*(t) + cN(t)“Z g1’6. (3.27) 
Concerning the nonlinear term on the left hand side of (3.13), we may 
follows the same argument for the single-mode case (see Cl]), with a few 
modifications, to show the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.2. There exist positive constants E,(< Ed) and O(1) which are 
independent of T and 6, such that if N(t) + 6 < .si, then 
111 VL[Q( U, RI’)], dx dz 
+(a+N(t)) i j-j? Vfdxdz 
i=l 
+;j,i,,,,l~l V:dxd7+sN2(t)+N(t)1’261’6}. (3.28) 
J 
Proof: Note that in the estimate of the nonlinear terms for the 
single-mode case (Lemma 3.1 in Xin [ 1 ] ), we made essential use of the 
assumption that the system is strongly coupled (1.8), but we did not use 
the structure of the rarefaction wave; so the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [l] 
gives that if N(t) + 6 is small, then 
V’L[Q( U, RI’)], dx dz 
+ N(r) j-; II V,(z)(~* dr +6N2(t) + N(t)“* ~5~‘~ . 
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Also, since 
JJ/ I g pq2dxd7 
<O(l) i JJy 1 i=l v:dxdT+i;jJJ,,,,l~~ V2dxd7+6N2(t)}, 
we see that (3.28) follows. I 
Collecting the various results that we have thus far obtained, we may 
conclude that for small N(t) + 6, the following inequality holds : 
+[p+o(l)s+o(l)~(t)] $ jJf++:dxm 
i= 1 
Vfdxd~+6N2(t)+N”2(t)[6”2+~“61 . 
I 
(3.29) 
Now we choose B such that fl= min($, 448 > ; then (3.29) yields the 
following main energy estimate : 
LEMMA 3.3. There exist positive constants e2( < cl) and 0( 1) independent 
of T and S, such that ly AJ( t) -t 6 d .q, then the following estimate holds : 
(3.30) 
This lemma gives estimates on each wave in its dominant region. It 
remains to estimate the transverse wave on each region; i.e., we need to 
estimate the integrals jfn,(t) 1 U,,l V’ dx dr for j # i. These will be given in 
the next section by a weighted characteristic-energy method. 
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4. CHARACTERISTIC-ENERGY ESTIMATES 
In this section, we will estimate integrals Jjn,cr, 1 U,,l I’: dx dz for i #j. 
Note that in the single-mode case, the smooth rarefaction wave depends on 
one variable, so that a “vertical” energy analysis can apply to estimate the 
nonprimary waves (see [ 11). However, for the twomode case, due to the 
complication caused by the linear superposition of two elementary rare- 
faction waves, we need a more effective method to deal with transverse 
wave fields; this will be done by using the characteristic-energy method 
introduced by Liu [2]. 
First, we study the characteristic fields and associated characteristic 
curves for the smooth expansive wave constructed in Section 2. Let 
Ai(x, t) = ni( U(x, t)) be the i-characteristic field; then Ai(x, t) is a smooth 
and uniformly bounded function together with its derivatives. Also from 
(2.4)-(2.8) and (2.14) we have 
2,(x, t) = 
1 
A!(x, t) + qx, t), (4 t)eQ,; 
1:(x, t) + qx, t); (4 t)EQ*, (4.1) 
where J,f(x, t) = &(w~(x~(x, t)))(see (2.5)-(2.8)). The corresponding 
ith-characteristic curves xi = x( 5, t) satisfy the ordinary differential 
equation 
axi(t, t, 
-= li(Xi(5, l), l), at t>o, 5ER’; 
(4.2) 
x;(k to = 5, LteR’, 
where to is any conveniently chosen nonnegative constant. It follows from 
(4.2) that 
ax. 
-=exp 
at (i 
' a&(Xi(L z), t) dz 
f0 ax 1. (4.3) 
Now, we rewrite (3.12) as differential equations along characteristics: 
$ Vi= [(MA -N)V]i-lixVi- [L(Q(U, RI’)),]i[R.H.S.]i, i= 1, 2. 
I 
(4.4) 
where [R.H.S.] denotes the sum of all terms on the right hand side of 
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(3.12). We now multiply (4.4) by Vi and integrate the resulting equations 
along the ith-characteristic urve to obtain 
vf(xi(r? t), t) 
= V’(Xj(5, t’), t’) 
+~~~ZVi{[~~--N]i-i.,Vi-[LQ(U, RV),]i+ [R.H.S.]J dxdr. 
(4.5) 
Given a domain 0, we denote by rl (or I-,) the part of the boundary 
where the ith-characteristic urve enters (or leaves) 0; see Fig. 4.1 below 
for i= 2. Also along any given ith-characteristic curve (~~(5, t), t), we 
denote by t = ti(t) the time it enters Sz through fi, and by t = t2(t) the time 
it leaves Q through r2. Now, we multiply (4.5) by a piecewise smooth 
positive function K defined on Tz as (x,(<, t’), t’) moves along rj and 
integrate to obtain 
s K(xi(5, t2(4)), t*(4)) J’f(xi(t, t2 5)), TV) ds(xi(t, tz(t)), t2(C)) J-2 
+ iS, K(xi(5, t2Ct)h f2(5))CRHl+ R&. +RH3l(Xi(X, th t) 
x MXi(4, h(O), f*(O) dx,(5 t) dl 
dxi(t, t) ’ ’ ’ (4.6) 
where ds is the arc length element, and 
RH,E~V~[(MA-N)V]~+~A,V,Z, (4.7) 
RH, = 2Vi[LQ( U, RV),li, (4.8) 
RH, SE 2Vi[R.H.S.li. (4.9) 
We also set 
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FIGURE 4.1 
In the application of formula (4.6), the major step is to choose an 
appropriate weighted function K(x, t) to simplify the formula. In our 
analysis, we will see that we can choose K(x, t) such that L in (4.10) does 
not contain terms which depend on the variable (xi(& f2(4;)), f2(c)), and 
this will enable US quite easily to estimate integrals in (4.6). 
Now we are ready to estimate the transverse wave fields. First, we 
procede to bound integral ~~n,C,J 1 U,,I V: dx dz. For this, we apply formula 
(4.6) with L? chosen as follows : let T1 > 0 be fixed, and set 
x= ix01 {(XT 1); x=x,+W~(X,)t}n~SZI(T,)#f21}. (4.11) 
Now fix x0 E X, and let T,(>/ 0) be the time when the line x = x0 + wA(x,) t 
intersects with x=0; then we define (see Fig. 4.2) 
52={(x,t)lTo~t~T,;x~x,+w~(x,)r}~SZ,(T,). (4.12) 
Recalling that 1, < 0 < A2 (see (2.11)), we have that a 2characteristic curve 
enters Q through 
r, = {(x, To) I x G x0 + w:(xo) To} 
and leaves 52 through two line segments r,, and r,,: 
(4.13) 
r*, = ((x3 T,) I ~~~o+w&J T,); 
l-22= {(x, t) I x=x,+w~(xo,t}. 
(4.14) 
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(l,O) 0 
FIGURE 4.2 
We now consider a 2-characteristic urve Cz = {(x,(5, z), t); t < t Q t*(r)} 
with x2(5, t) = x and (x, t) E Q. We first compute 
W,(~~ t,(O), t*(t)) 
dx*(L t) . 
Since Q c Q2,( T,), from (4.1) and (4.3), we can get 
ax,(t, t) -=exp 
at iJ 
f an,(x,(t;, 4 ~) dz 
m ax I 
= exp 
iJ 
1 aEg,:, T) dTj exp {J’ a4;:v t) dT} 
10 10 
= exp 
iJ 
’ aE(izy ‘) dr} exp {Jr ar2(2Jxb)’ 1 +wbtxh,T dr} 10 10 
~2bh t)) - 4(X2? t) f aE(x,, 4 
= Mdl(x2, to)) - d(x27 GJ) 
exp {J ax dz f0 
{J 
&I) Cw~(w)lx x exp 
.&IO) ~,(wh(x)) - WA(X) dx I ’ 
(4.15) 
where we have used (2.4)-(2.8) and the fact that 
ax; 1 1 ax; -= 
ax 1 + w;(x:)z= ~~(~3~;)) - w;(~:) aT . 
(4.16) 
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Note that on r,, , dt,([) = 0, so we have along Z-,, 
d4x*(L t*(t)), t2(4)) 
dx,(t, t) 
= M5, tA5)) 
dx,(t;, t) 
= (1, - ww*(t, t*(a)> t,(r)) 
(4 - WhK, t), t) 
x exp dx . (4.17) 
For notational convenience, we will denote the first and second factors 
on the right-hand side of (4.17) by Z,(x,, t, t,, c) and Z,(x,, t, t,, 0, 
respectively. Next, on another part of LM2, rz2, we have from 
x2 =x0 + wA(xo) t*(t) that 
at,(r) 1 ax2 
-= - n,(x,(t, tm f2(m - who) at r=r2(5) at 
Using this and (4.15), we can show in a way similar to that in (4.17) that 
along rz2 
d&(t, t2(5)), b(5)) 
W5, t) 
(l+ cw~(xo)12)“2 
~,(x,(L f2(0), t*(t)) - w&o) 
x Z,(x,, t, t,, 5) xZ2@2r t> t,, 5). (4.18) 
Thus we have shown that 
i 
@2(5> f2(5)), t,(t)) Z,(x,, t, f2,5) Z,(x,, 6 t2, 0 
for (x2(5, t2(t)), f2(t)) E r219 
&2(5, tf, tf = 1 fG,(r, t2(5)), t,(O) f,b,, t, t2,u Z,(x,, 4 t,, 5) (I+ cw~(xo)12)“2 (4.19) x Mx,(l;, f2(5)), t2(5)) - w&o) 
\ for (x2(5, t2(5)), t2(5)) E r22. 
Since A1 < 0 <A,, and along a 2-characteristic C,, we have x; = x2 - 
wA(xA)t, so as t-, +oo, along C,, x2 + +co, and x: -+ +co (see Fig. 4.2). 
Therefore, we conclude from (2.15) and (2.5) that 
dx (4.20) 
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is a smooth and bounded function for (x,(5, f2(<)), t,(r)). Now we define 
the weight function K by 
exp{Z3b2(L f2(t)), t2(t))l 
(Jb - wh)(x2(5, f*(5)), tz(t-)) 
for b2(ty t2(5)), t2(t)) E r2, T 
K(x,(k t*(t)), f*(O) = I &(X2(5> b(5)), t*(5))- w&J 
1 (1 + cwk%)12)1’2 
(4.21) 
exp{Z3(x2(L t2(5)), t2(5 )1 
x (22 - W~)(X2(5~ t2(t)h t2(5))’ 
for (x2(<, t2(tl)h t2(t))E r22. 
It follows from (4.21) that K is piecewise smooth, positive, and bounded 
below. Substituting (4.21) into (4.19) yields 
- ev{Z3(x2(ty t), t)> 
L(x2(t7 t)2 t, = (A, - wA)(x,(<, t) t)’ (4.22) 
Noting that 
a 
Z& ax i +cc g (x2(<, ?), T) dz = (A,)-’ g (x2, t), 
we can easily establish the following lemma 
LEMMA 4.1. The piecewise smooth function K defined by (4.21) satisfies 
the following conditions : 
(1) Iw4~~ t)t t)l = O(l), IW,(L fA5)), t2(5))1 = O(l), (4.23) 
(4.24) 
(3) there exists a positive constant C, such that 
W2(L f2(5)), t2(5)) 2 Cl> W2(5, t2(t;)), t2(5)) E z-2, (4.25) 
where 0( 1) and C, are independent of x and t. 
Thus, applying formula (4.6) with i= 2 and using (4.23), (4.25) and 
noting that the kernel in the integral along r1 is similar to L, we can treat 
this kernel is a manner similar to what we have done before for L to arrive 
at the following estimate: 
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+ fs, E[RH, + RH, + RH,](x,, t) dx, dr 
<O(l) j” IVz(x, TJ2 dx+ss, L[RH, + RH,+ RH,](x,, t) dx, dc. 
(4.26) 
We now estimate the last term on the right hand side of (4.26). The treat- 
ment of the integrals involving RH, is equite easy; in fact, from (4.7), 
(3.15), and (4.23), we have 
LIRHl](x,, t) dx, dt 
W)j-j Iu,xl V:dx,dt R 
+W)jfa Iu,,I V:dx,dt+0(1)N(T,)2~~~E(xz, t)dx,dt 
Go(l) ss,,,,,, Iu,,I V:dxzd~+j-jQ,rr,) Iu,xI f’:dxzdl 
i 
+ A’( T,)’ j-j E(x,, t) dx2 dt 
1 
. (4.27) 
Applying integration by parts, Cauchy’s inequality, and Lemma 4.1, we can 
estimate the integrals involving RH, as 
L, = 
lb R 
2 V, 1L2j( Bj,,, R,, V,,), dx dt 
G 2EL, Bj,,, R,, V, V,,, dt + .Ej-j- 
i-2 
2( V,E,), Bj,,, R,, V,,, dx dt 
GY j; V-:(x, + w;(x,)t, t) dt+ O( 1) j; V:(x, + w:(x,)t, I) dt 
+0(l) JT, Iv,l’dxd~+j-~Q~TI, lid V:dx dt 
1 I 
+N(T,)2fjE(x, t)dxd+.,, (4.28) 
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where y is a small positive number to be chosen later, Similarly 
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Lz= 
ID 
2V,~L,,[B,,(RM), I’,], dx dt 
R 
< 
IJ 
2LLzj Bj,,,( RM),, V, V, dt 
I ! 
+ 
f-22 
jjQ 2( V, lL,),B,,( RM),, V, dx dt 
w;(xo) t, t) dt + j; V:(x, + w;(x,)t, t) dt 
IUJ V:dxdt+N(T,)2jjE(x, t)dxdt (4.29) 
where we have used the fact that (MI < C 1 U,I < CO& In a similar way, we 
have 
L,= 2V,LL2iCABj~(R,,V,,-(RM),V,)],dxdt <a,+~,; (4.30) 
also 
Using 
(3.24), 
L,= 2V,E(LE(U),),dxdt <N(T,)jj-E(x, t)dxdt. (4.31) 
, 
the Cauchy, Sobololev, and Young inequalities as in (3.23) and 
we may obtain 
I-P I 
Lz= jj 
R 
2V2~L,[B(U+RV)j,,,U,,],dxdt 
@(l)[/ IV21 (l~,12+I~x121VI+l~,I IV,l+IU,l)dxdt R 
~o(l)j-j Cl~x12+I~,121V12+lVl (IU,12+U,,l)dxdt R 
G o(l)6 Jja,,T,, I U,,I I VI2 dx dt 
+WJjj-n lK12dxdt+N~,) 1’2 ~3”~ + N( T,)’ j-j- E(x, t) dx dt} E aj. 
GO(l) 
1 
NT,) IIWo)l12+W-J IIW,)ll* 
+V+N(T,))/; IJ’(x,+~h,)t, t)l*dt 
+ jr’ TO I f’x(xo + 4(xo) t, ?)I *dt + .Fs,,,,, I u xl I VI *dx dt 
+I* IVX12dxdt+N(T,)1/261~6+N(T1)2jj-E(x, t)dxdt . (4.33) I 
Proof Integrating by parts leads to 
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Combining this with (4.28)-(4.31) yields 
ID 
JqRH,](x,,r)dx,dt <cr,+cc,+cr,. 
52 
(4.32) 
It remains to estimate the nonlinear terms RH,. For this, we have the 
following lemma :
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a positive constant 0( 1) independent of x and 
t such that N(T)+b is small 
lb 
2195[LQ( U, RV),], dx dt 
R 
2,9’,[LQ(U, RV),], dx dt 
<I j- 2LV2L2jQ, dt + 
r22 I I 
jJ 
R 
2(EL,), QjV2 dx dt 
+ fJs, 2LL2jQj V2x dx dt 
I u,,l I VI * dx dt 
+ is, 2ELzjQj VzX dx dt . 
By Lemma 4.1, we have that (21L2j)X = 0( 1) U,, + E(x, t). Therefore, the 
last term on the right above can be estimated in a way similar to that in 
the single-mode case (see Xin [l, pp. 55441) to obtain (4.33); details are 
omitted. B 
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Collecting (4.27), (4.32), and (4.33) gives 
L[RH, + RHO + RH,](~, , t) dx2 dt 
< 2y 
I 
T V:(x, + w:(xo) t, t) dt + O( 1)(6 + N( 7’1)) 
To 
X I T’ 1 V(x, + w;(xo) t, t)l* dt TO 
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+0(l) jjD IU2dxdt+j; IVX(xo+w;(xo)t,t)12dt 
1 
+ LT,, 
IU,,l ~V~2dxdt+N(T1)1’2~1’6+N(T,,)IJV(T0)l12 
+w-,w(ml12+~ . 
1 
(4.34) 
Now choose 2y = C,/4; then (4.26) and (4.34) yield (discarding the first 
nonnegative term in (4.26)) 
TI 
V-:(x0 + w;(xo) I, t) dr 
To 
G Q(l) 
{ 
NT,) II ~(~cl)l12 + N(T,) II VT,)I12 
+@+N(T,))jT’ (V(x,+w;(x,)t, t)12dt 
To 
+j; I~x(x,+ w;(xo) t, t)12 dt 
+ /.I %(TI) lU,,JlV12dxdf+ j; IIVxIl*dxdt 
+N(T,)‘/26”6+6 (4.35) 
By a change of variable, we see that 
Jf I UI,I v:(x, t) dx dt QI(TI) 
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where x,,= sup X, and X is given by (4.11). Thus multiplying (4.35) by 
(a/ax,) U,(x,) and integrating the resulting inequality with respect to x,, 
over (- co, x,), one obtains 
+0(1)(6+N(T,))ff~IT,, Iu,,I IV*dxd~. (4.36) 
I 
Similarly, we can show that 
51 I U2xl V-:(x, t dx dt Rz( TI ) 
+foT’ I( P-,11* dxdr+N(T,)“* P+6 
1 
+ @l)(d + j’VT,)l j-fQ2,,,, I u2xl I VI* dx dt. (4.37) 
Adding (4.36) and (4.37) gives 
<O(l)6 SUP II ~(~o)l12 
0 6 To C TI 
+N(T, IlI’(T,)l12+j-oT’ IIV,(t)(12dr+N(T,)“2iS”6+8 
(4.38) 
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We estimate the first two terms on the right hand side of (4.38) by varying 
t in (3.30) to get 
Similarly, it follows from (3.30) that 
and 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
Putting (4.43b(4.41) together gives 
Since T, E [0, T] is arbitrary, we have shown that 
LEMMA 4.4. There exist positive constants E~( < .Q) and 0( 1) independent 
of T and 6 such that for N(T) + 6 < .s,, for any t, 0 6 t < T, it holds that 
V~dxdz<O(1){~~V’(0)~~2+61’6}. (4.43) 
This lemma completes the estimates on the transverse wave fields. 
Combining Lemmas 4.4 and 3.3 yields the following basic a priori stability 
estimate. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf N( T) + 6 < .Q, then for any t, 0 < t < T, we have 
qqt,ll*+j;j IU,I IqW)l*dxd~+j; Il~.x(~)ll’d~ 
G C{ llcw)l12 + @‘y, (444) 
where C > 0 is independent of T and 6. 
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5. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
Using the basic stability estimate, Proposition 4.5, the proof of our main 
theorem can be given in the same way as that in [ 11. For completeness, 
we give an outline here. 
First, making use of Proposition 4.5, we may apply the standard energy 
method for parabolic systems to obtain the following estimates on 
derivatives : 
LEMMA 5.1. There exist positive constants E.~( <Q) and 0( 1) independent 
of T and 6 such that if N( T) + 6 6 Ed; then for any t E [0, T], 
W,(t)ll: + j-i ll4A~)ll: dr d C( Il4,(O)ll: + 6”‘). (5.1) 
Next, note that the hypothesis that N(T) + 6 is small both in this lemma 
and Proposition 4.5 follows from (4.44) and (5.1), under the assumption 
that N(0) and 6 are small. Thus, the usual local existence theorem and 
continuity argument for parabolic systems yield the following global 
existence result : 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For each state u- E Q, there exist positive constants E 
and C,, such that if II &II 2 + 6 < E, then problems (3.2) and (3.3) have a unique 
global solution 4 E X(0, + co) satisfying 
sup I14(t)ll:+j+m {II 1~,11’*4(0112+ Il4,Wll:) dt 
r<0 0 
~co{ll~ml:+~1’6~. (5.2) 
Now, the asymptotic behavior of the solution is a consequence of (5.2) 
and Sobolev’s inequality, since from (5.2) and Eq. (3.2), we have 
IlMt)ll’+ 1; Il~xWlI’~) dt< +a, 
so that 
lim Ild,(t)ll =O. f--r +a3 
It follows from this and the Sobolev inequality 
that 
IMt)llL, d z”* IMt)ll Il4,(t)ll 
lim sup 14(x, t)l =O. 
I--r +02 XER 
This proves our main theorem. 
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